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A complete menu of Brunel The Sandwich Shop from City of London,Westminster covering all 17 courses and
drinks can be found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What LoveTravelVentures likes about Brunel The Sandwich Shop:
Divine freshly made sandwiches as you wait. Small cafe and very popular at lunch time! I can see why I tried a

turkey and Brie toasted option and it was divine!! Well worth the £4.20! Friendly staff and service was quick!
Would def recommend def go back again. read more. What Afctripod doesn't like about Brunel The Sandwich

Shop:
The Brunel sandwich shop is on The Strand directly opposite the High Court. It's ok, a very small shop that

makes food to order, my favourite is chicken escalopes with salad. Staff are friendly but coffee is pretty ropey
and there's not a massive choice. Prices are reasonable to be fair. Tony's Tips. You can never get a till receipt

Just across the road are public toilets. read more. At Brunel The Sandwich Shop in City of London,Westminster,
a delicious brunch is served in the morning, where you can eat as much as you want enjoy thoroughly, Generally,

the dishes are prepared in a short time and fresh for you. Additionally, there are a plethora of iconic British
meals on the menu guaranteed to satiate every Anglophile's hunger, For a snack, the fine sandwiches, small

salads and other snacks are suitable.
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Appet�er�
FOCACCIA

�tra�
BRIE

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN CLUB

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

SANDWICH

TURKEY

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
MOZZARELLA PASTA

OLIVES

CHICKEN

BACON

CRANBERRY

SAUSAGE

OLIVEN

PESTO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 06:00-16:00
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Wednesday 06:00-16:00
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